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The 2008 musical Marguerite was conceived by a consortium of creators from 

theatre, musical theatre and film. Given their combined credentials and accolades (4 

Academy Awards, 2 Tony Awards, 1 BAFTA, 3 Grammys, 2 Olivier Awards, and a 

Golden Globe) Marguerite should have been a rousing success, but the show never 

realised its full potential. Despite the best efforts of Alain Boublil, Claude Michel 

Schönberg, Michel Legrand, Herbert Kretzmer and Jonathan Kent, this transposition 

of La Dame aux Camélias (1848) by Alexandre Dumas fils, failed to resonate with 

British audiences. Subsequent revivals and revisions (all of which have had input 

from Boublil) have attempted to resolve the issues within the musical, with varying 

degrees of success.  

This chapter considers the controversies, constructs and context that combined to 

undermine Marguerite’s potential success. It critically analyses the original 2008 

West End production and the 2012 London revival, also touching on the more 

successful 2009 Tokyo and Osaka productions, as well as the 2010 Czech 

production in Ostrava. It argues that West End audiences’ and critics’ discomfort with 

the show was due to three major factors: British views of French collaboration during 

the Second World War; a general cultural unease with antiheroes as musical 

protagonists; and an unease with female antiheroes (especially older ones) in 

particular1. 

 

‘We’re French. Why are we doing this?’ 

 

It is intriguing to note that in a book about musical theatre’s association with Paris, so 

few French writers are mentioned; of these, Michel Legrand, Claude Michel 

Schönberg and Alain Boublil certainly have the highest profile in the US and the UK. 

The iconic duo of Boublil & Schönberg released their first concept album, 

musicalising La Révolution Française, in 1973; they then staged their own ‘révolution 
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française’ in the 1980s, when their epic ‘poperetta’2 musicals Les Misérables (1980) 

and Miss Saigon (1989) reshaped ideas about content, style, and scope of musical 

theatre around the world. Their most successful shows, as William Everett has 

noted, tend to be set somewhere France-related, against a backdrop of war, and 

include ‘some sort of message of social edification’ (2007, p.230). Given their high-

profile British collaborators (The Royal Shakespeare Company and Cameron 

Mackintosh) these shows are often grouped as part of the ‘British Invasion’ that 

swept Broadway during this decade. However, there is no denying their French 

heritage, both in subject matter and scope. The original French version of Les 

Misérables played in the 4,600-seater Le Palais des Sports, and, whilst it was later 

anglicised for British and American audiences, the show still bears the influence of 

its origins.  

To date, the duo have written six musicals and two ballets. Together with Andrew 

Lloyd Webber, Boublil and Schönberg brought the so-called ‘mega-musical’ to 

spectacular life. This highly commercial musical theatre form, which repackaged the 

past, (Eubanks Winkler, 2014, p.279) combining sweeping operatic stylings with 

spectacle, and borrowing heavily from preceding works,3 was very much a product of 

the 1980s. Indeed, Vera Gottlieb labelled them ‘Thatcher’s Theatre’ (1988) and 

theatre critic Michael Billington refers to them as ‘Thatcherism in action’ (2007, 

p.284). As Amanda Eubanks Winkler has discussed, these works meshed well with 

the values of Thatcher and Reagan, synthesising ‘values of traditionalism and 

capitalism’ (2014, p.279). They were also, as Stacy Wolf has noted, created during a 

period of antifeminist backlash, resulting in reinforced gender binaries and female 

characters that amounted to narrow and demeaning stereotypes (2011). These 

musicals tended to employ ‘big themes, big sets and big music’, (Wolf, 2011 p.128) 

creating hugely popular shows which unconsciously reflected the misogyny of the 

period, and which continue to dominate the West End. 

Boublil & Schönberg have failed to repeat the success of Les Misérables and Miss 

Saigon in their more recent shows. These followed a similar formula of epic story 

and pseudo-operatic style and spectacle, but couldn’t quite tap into the cultural 

Zeitgeist. Audiences struggled to empathise with 16th-Century catfishing (Martin 

Guerre, 1996) and with gender politics set against a backdrop of feuding Irish clans 
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(The Pirate Queen, 2007). For their sixth musical the duo were inspired by a new 

collaborator, Michel Legrand, and brought things a little closer to home: reimagining 

Dumas fils’ famous novel La Dame aux Camélias in war-torn Second World War 

Paris. 

 

‘Queen of Paris after Dark’ 

 

La Dame aux Camélias is a semi-autobiographical novel based on the brief love 

affair between Alexandre Dumas fils and Marie Duplessis, a renowned courtesan. 

Setting the standard for all the ‘fallen women’ in Romantic literature to follow, Dumas 

fils’ tragic heroine (now named Marguerite Gautier) dies, purging her iniquitous life 

and ascending to a realm of romantic myth and cultural phenomenon. Narrated by 

two male characters following Marguerite’s death, the novel tells the tale of her 

doomed love affair with a man called Armand Duval. (It is highly unlikely that the 

author chose to give his protagonist his own initials purely by chance). Having been 

convinced by Armand to abandon her demi-monde existence for a life of pastoral 

bliss, Duval senior intervenes to persuade Marguerite to leave Armand, to save 

Armand’s sister from taint by association. In what has become a generic tragic love 

story convention, Armand is unaware of Marguerite’s selfless sacrifice until our 

heroine’s death, believing instead that she has left him for another man. 

Perhaps most famously and successfully adapted by Giuseppe Verdi as La Traviata 

(1853), the inaugural ‘tart with a heart’ story has been brought to the musical theatre 

stage in several guises. Baz Luhrmann and John Logan adapted Luhrmann’s cult hit 

film Moulin Rouge! for Broadway, where it opened to a mixed critical response in 

2019. Even more tepidly-received was Bryan Adams, Jim Vallance, Garry Marshall 

and J. F. Lawton’s 2018 musical version of the 1990 film Pretty Woman.  Pretty 

Woman - The musical nods to its musical heritage when, as in the movie, Vivian and 

Edward attend a production of La Traviata, though in this iteration our heroine 

doesn’t die tragically, thus subverting the Dumas fils romantic myth. Instead, she is 

allowed to achieve redemption; sex work unexpectedly leads to eternal bliss, as 

Vivien rides off into the sunset with her ‘knight in shining armour’, Edward4.   
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‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’ 

 

In the early 2000s, the soprano and actor Marie Zamora (Alain Boublil’s wife) was 

touring the world and performing with the composer Michel Legrand. Legrand was 

inspired to write a musical for Zamora, so he approached Boublil to collaborate. At 

Schönberg’s suggestion, Boublil and Legrand began to work on a retelling of La 

Dame Aux Camélias entitled Marguerite et Armand. As the piece developed, it was 

decided that the West End might be a good destination for the show. Schönberg 

came on board to collaborate with Boublil on the book, Herbert Kretzmer reclaimed 

his Les Misérables role as English lyricist and Jonathan Kent joined the quintet as 

director and additional book writer.  

Once Boublil had made the decision to set this transposition of Dumas fils’ story in 

the ‘dark hours of Nazi-occupied Paris in 1942’ (cited in The Making of Marguerite), 

he didn’t think it was appropriate to use the sung-through format that had 

characterised his work with Schönberg. Having written a couple of versions of the 

script, which he felt were unsatisfactory, Boublil invited Schönberg to collaborate with 

him on the book. Reunited, the duo began working with Legrand and Kent to piece 

the show together in French (Kent later wrote the English book with Kretzmer 

providing English lyrics). This was a lengthy process; as Schönberg notes: ‘[Y]ou 

don’t write a musical, you rewrite a musical’ (quoted in The Making of Marguerite) 

and the pair wrote at least six drafts during this initial period.  

This approach, referenced also by Jonathan Kent in his interview (2019), resulted in 

an overworked and somewhat cumbersome libretto; the clunky rhythms disrupt 

Legrand’s melodies, rather than working in tandem with them. At other moments, 

Kretzmer’s English lyrics juxtapose Legrand’s emotive compositional sweeps with 

clichés: ‘Lost are the songs we could have sung/Where are those melodies now?’ 

(Bouberg, 2009, p.29), or endless end rhymes ; ‘Intoxication… Imagination… 

Hallucination… Fascination… Complication’ (italics added for emphasis) (Bouberg, 

2008, p.39). 

Legrand’s compositions are filmic in scope: they sweep through the narrative 

combining ‘the big gestures of Europe’s high romantics with the smoky, sexy sounds 

of after-hours Paris’ (Obermüller, 2019). There is no concern that audience members 
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will leave the theatre whistling the sets. Legrand’s compositional trope (employed 

with Oscar- winning success in ‘The Windmills of Your Mind’) of repeating short 

phrases which oscillate between major and minor modes, creates some musical 

hooks, but also limits narrative development, as the songs keep returning to the 

same point. Unsurprisingly, most of the songs are ‘A-A’ songs5, expressing emotions 

rather than progressing the storyline.  

The finale number is full of sweeping strings and soaring vocals building to an 

emotional peak as Marguerite and Armand declare their undying love, and our 

heroine accepts her tragic fate.  As the final chords ebb away, the show’s final 

scripted moment occurs as follows: 

Pierrot    I couldn’t find a doctor. 
Armand  It’s alright, she’s going to be alright…She’s asleep. Isn’t she? She’s  
               asleep. Tell me she’s asleep. 

As an awkward silence falls, a plaintive piano variation of Marguerite’s ‘China Doll’ 

theme is played, underscoring Armand carrying our fallen heroine ‘through the 

collaborators, toward the light’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.94). The simplicity of these final 

eight bars succinctly evokes the tragedy of Marguerite’s life and the inevitability of 

her fate.  

 

Collaboration 

 

The tone for Marguerite is established in the arresting opening sequence of the 

original production, which foreshadows the ending: Marguerite is attacked and 

stripped by a crowd for her crime of ‘horizontal collaboration’6. As choreographer 

Nikki Woollaston notes, ‘starting a show with an attack on the leading lady is a risk’, 

but there was a desire to ‘be brutal and keep it as real as possible’ 

(Woollaston). Audiences might not understand the opening until they reached the 

end of the show (when the sequence was repeated in the run-up to the piece’s tragic 

dénouement). However, Woollaston and the creative team felt it was important to 

open the piece in a way that presented the ‘ugliness of war right there in a three 

minute sequence’ (Woollaston). Opening the show with Marguerite’s punishment at 
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the hands of the mob might have presented Marguerite in a tragically sympathetic 

light, but this is complicated by the fact that she is soon revealed to be a collaborator 

with the Nazi occupiers. 

Collaboration and its ambiguities provide one of the show’s fundamental themes, but 

this in turn presented a problem for West End audiences; in particular, ambiguity and 

the resultant discomfort were not something that audiences familiar with Boublil and 

Schönberg’s work were used to. Recent French historiography has worked to 

deconstruct the myth of ‘good French’ (resistors), ‘bad French’ (collaborators) and 

‘poor French’ (everybody else), in order to create a more nuanced understanding of 

what happened between 1941 and 1945. (Gildea, 2002, p.414). However, popular 

opinion in the United Kingdom hasn’t moved beyond the collaboration/resistance 

binary prevalent in France until the late sixties (Gordon 2019): believing that the 

whole nation resisted, with the exception of a few evil collaborators. As the British 

Isles have not been invaded for several centuries, opinions about the German 

occupation of France tend to be very moralistic. Director and book writer Jonathan 

Kent observes that the UK was ‘never occupied [during WWII] so can afford a kind of 

disapproval’ (2019). Perhaps the historical antagonism between France and the UK, 

as manifested in continuing jokes about the spineless or flighty French, still colours 

opinions.7  

In Marguerite the creative team initially chose not to shy away from addressing 

collaboration and its messy underbelly. The show’s chorus navigates the audience 

through shifting feelings towards occupation, and there are some bon Français 

characters to provide a familiar narrative trope. The Independent’s critic Kate Bassett 

observed in her review of the original production that ‘keeping the amour fou at the 

emotional centre, whilst introducing citizens, who are more valiantly engaged, as 

mere secondary characters, Marguerite actually makes itself look shallow’ 

(2008). This perspective, wanting to focus on valiant resistance over the grey shades 

of collaboration, supports Jonathan Kent’s contention that audiences reacted to the 

show with an ‘odd sort of prudishness’ (2019). This reaction wasn’t limited to the 

musical; the 2015 film adaptation of Irène Némirovsky's posthumously-published and 

critically-acclaimed 2004 novel Suite Française also flopped at the box office. 
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Marguerite’s ambiguities are highlighted by its tonal shifts; in its upbeat second song, 

‘Let the World Turn’, celebrating the eponymous heroine’s birthday, the Parisian high 

society sing: 

Screw this war. 
It isn’t our war to fight 
Sweet surrender gave us a second chance 
Germany is putting our country right 
Germany is giving us back our France 
  
Out with the Reds 
Out with the Jews 
Take them away 
  
 Let the sky fall 
 Let the guns roar 
Life gets rougher 
Some will suffer 
Some will quit 
  
These are good times 
It’s a good war 
Some eat foie gras 
Some eat soufflé 
Some eat shit 
(Bouberg, 2008 p.6) 

  

The song also contains a nod to Marguerite’s inevitable fate, when she sings ‘Some 

women’d tear out my hair’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.7), as she enjoys the perks of passive 

resistance and active collaboration. At this stage, the audience had not developed 

empathy for the musical’s characters, and so the quick shift in the positioning of the 

ensemble from the show’s opening was destabilising.  

 

Fig 1 Parisian high society enjoying itself during the Nazi occupation: Marguerite 
(Ruthie Henshall, centre) celebrates her birthday with lover Otto (Alexander Hanson, 
in uniform). At the piano sits Armand (Julian Ovenden), the man whom she will fall in 
love with and who will be her downfall. Photo courtesy of Donald Cooper/Photo-
stage. 
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‘It Seems the British Have Decided to Ruin Your Party.’  

 

An audience inability to empathise with the complex dynamics of ‘collaboration’ 

(Gildea, 2002 p.198) was felt by the teams of both the original production and the 

2012 revival. Guy Unsworth, who directed the 2012 production, found the audience’s 

lack of knowledge about occupation difficult to navigate and frustrating to behold: 

I found it very tricky to translate to a modern (British) audience the authentic 
context and experience of the occupation (for many Parisian citizens of class it 
was an easy, logical and ostensibly pleasant choice of life) alongside the 
danger and very real threat which many other groups of people experienced. 
By achieving the former, you release the danger and tension from the piece, 
but by increasing the latter, empathising with the lead character became harder 
and in fact seemed less authentic. (2019) 

 

Kent also struggled to understand audiences’ reticence to engage, stating that, as 

they couldn’t ‘sympathise with someone who is a collaborator with the Nazis’, it 

meant the show was ‘slightly unfairly treated’ (2019).  This apparent lack of audience 

empathy appears in many of the original production’s reviews. These included ones 

branding the central protagonist an ‘opportunist’ (Billington 2008), who ‘never 

discovers much of a nagging conscience’ (de Jongh cited in Review Roundup 2008) 

and ‘whose behaviour is totally abhorrent’ (Fisher, 2008); far removed, critics felt, 

from Dumas fils’ original tragic heroine. The central issue here appears to be 

Marguerite’s collaboration, which takes her from ‘tart with a heart’ to ‘heartless bitch’. 

This overlooks Marguerite’s second act attempts to counteract her collaboration, 

colluding with the resistance to help them assassinate her lover (the Nazi General) 

Otto. This may be because she is now considered beyond redemption, or because 

this significant shift is overshadowed: at this point in the show, Armand’s emotional 

journey is foregrounded. Later revisions have attempted to make Marguerite’s 

resistance more evident. 

Tepid critical reaction and a lack of audience engagement resulted in the original 

production closing in London two months earlier than planned, on 13th September 

2008. A statement from Boublil and Schönberg released at the time reads: 

Despite high praise from audience members, critically acclaimed performances 
and the release of the much-anticipated cast recording, we have made the 
difficult decision to close the show in London a few weeks earlier than originally 
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planned. Both the knock-on effect of the current economic climate, as well as 
disappointing ticket sales throughout the summer months have contributed to 
our decision to close early. (Cited in Shenton, 2008) 

 

The economic climate undoubtedly had an impact. As had been seen following the 

Wall Street Crash in 1929 and the terrorist attacks of 9/11, audiences were attracted 

to ‘safer’ options, as the after-effects of the 2008 global credit crunch began to be 

felt. Therefore, jukebox musicals (such as Jersey Boys [2005]) and feel-good shows 

(like a revival of La Cage aux Folles [1983]) enjoyed economic success, whilst other 

shows bowed out earlier than expected. Writing in The Guardian, Matt Wolf 

dramatically declared that the posting of closing notices by Marguerite signalled the 

‘death of the West End musical’ (2008). Here was a show that had all the signifiers of 

success (successful creative team, talented cast, mixture of story and spectacle), 

and yet it was unable to join all the dots to become the success it looked destined to 

be. As jukebox musicals and star casting strengthened their stranglehold on the 

West End, Wolf felt that Marguerite’s failure signalled a crisis for original 

musicals. Where, he questioned, was the ‘great new musical capable of galvanising 

both critics and the public?’ (2008). 

 

‘Perhaps It Loses Something in Translation.’ 

 

Despite the show’s inability to connect with West End audiences, the creative team 

were hopeful about planned productions in Japan, Spain and France. The French 

and Spanish productions eventually fell through, but Kent recalls the success of the 

‘much liked’ Japanese production (2019). Here, audiences were more readily able to 

engage with Marguerite. Subsequent productions have included Marie Zamora’s 

thoroughly reworked version in Ostrava, and a 2015 amateur Spanish production by 

Spirale Asociación Cultural. Perhaps because of the historical experiences of these 

countries under authoritarian/totalitarian governments, the productions appear to 

have been better received than their UK counterparts.  

The Japanese production starred Sumire Haruno (famous for her lead roles in 

Japan’s all-female musical theatre Takarazuka Revue8) in the title role and was one 
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of the most successful iterations of Marguerite; so popular that it achieved a second 

run. Despite a bumpy start – a huge earthquake hit on the day of its opening – the 

musical once again gained momentum and was ‘very successful’ (Kent, 2019). The 

production itself was a version of the London production, the main change being the 

positioning of the orchestra off stage. This gave the show a more filmic feel, which 

Kent felt suited the musical and Legrand’s sweeping score. 

The Czech reworking was produced at the National Moravian-Silesian Theatre in 

Ostrava and featured in the theatre’s rep for two years. It marked an exciting 

moment for the theatre, which was able to claim that they were staging a ‘world 

première’, rather than their usual transfers of British and American musical hits, and 

speculated as to what this might mean for the future of Czech musical theatre 

(Valášek, 2010). Marie Zamora came on board as co-writer and director to provide 

the missing female viewpoint (Soldanová, 2011, p. 28). She and Boublil worked to 

revise the script working with the Czech creative team (Gabriela Haukvicová-

Petráková, Radek Valášek, Michael Prostějovský and Patrick Fridrichovský) to make 

changes during the workshop rehearsal process. Boublil stated that they felt they 

‘didn't go deep enough in the original story’ in the earlier versions as ‘the character of 

Marguerite was not psychologically sophisticated, so my wife and I reworked the 

story.’ (Quoted in Oprášená Marguerite měla světovou premiéru v Ostravě).  

In this production, the Parisian wartime setting was very much a backdrop to the 

central romance, with changes to characters and the plot intended to enhance the 

show’s emotional punch. Marguerite was no longer a faded star, but a leading artist 

of the Tabarin Cabaret Club, a move that allowed for the inclusion of some light 

relief, in the tired stereotype of a camp choreographer. Otto, in this revision, was 

clearly the bad guy; phoning Hitler, killing an injured prisoner of war and strong-

arming Marguerite. Because of these changes, Zamora felt that ‘little by little 

[Marguerite] finds out what life she has actually lived [seeing] what a monster Otto, 

her German lover, is.’ (Cited in Oprášená Marguerite měla světovou premiéru v 

Ostravě). To further highlight Marguerite’s instability, she now has a heart problem 

(quelle surprise!) and her death becomes the result of an accidental shooting rather 

than of a mob hungry for revenge. In time for the 2012 London revival Marguerite’s 
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cause of death had shifted again – to an overdose – but British audiences continued 

to appear unmoved. 

‘She’s a Whore - I Knew It! I Can Smell Them Every Time.’ 

 

Another theme evident from the West End reception of Marguerite is a resistance to 

a female anti-hero within a popular musical context. Writing in The Guardian, 

Michael Billington pondered ‘can you have a musical with a heroine you don’t learn 

to love?’ (2008). Tellingly, Philip Fisher in The British Theatre Guide proposed that 

Marguerite was ‘only rescued from her own terrible nature by love for a much 

younger man’ (2008). Fisher reveals another underlying bias towards a female 

protagonist – her age. Boublil and Schönberg always thought Marguerite should be a 

40-year old woman (the show starts with her 40th birthday party) and envisioned 

Armand as half her age (WhatsOnStage 2008a).  

 

Fig 2 The older, ‘compromised’ woman in love with the younger, upstanding man: 
Ruthie Henshall as the title character and Julian Ovenden as Armand in the 2008 
London production of Marguerite. Photo courtesy of Donald Cooper/Photostage. 

 

Whilst popular culture provides numerous examples of age-gap relationships, where 

the man is older, those with an older woman continue to be judged more harshly.9 In 

the case of Marguerite, critics wondered at how quickly she fell in love with Armand 

and at the fact that she ‘simply succumbs to brutal Nazi blackmail’ (Billington, 2008), 

continuing to sleep with the enemy. Whilst it might be interesting to consider how the 

critics themselves would respond to brutal Nazi blackmail, it is more productive to 

compare Marguerite’s tragedy with that of her fictional peers among Boublil and 

Schönberg’s ‘fallen women’. 

‘She Drowns Me in Her Song’ – Boubil and Schönberg’s Fallen Women 

 

Boublil and Schönberg return regularly to the archetypal ‘fallen woman’ 

character. Their works contain three of the most well-known demi-mondes in recent 

musical theatre: Fantine (Les Misérables), Kim (Miss Saigon), and Marguerite 

(Marguerite). Each expresses loss and longing in a solo– although it should be noted 
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that Kim’s song is for and about her son, marking her difference from the other ‘tarts 

with hearts’.  

Marguerite is part of the group of fallen women in musical theatre whose songs sit 

towards the end of the show, around the eleven o’clock number.10 These women 

disrupt convention by singing about themselves, by taking space on stage and in the 

story, and by being introspective. Charity ponders ‘Where Am I Going’ (Sweet 

Charity, 1966), Rizzo questions whether ‘There Are Worse Things I Could Do’ 

(Grease, 1971) and Marguerite considers ‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’. Their 

songs are still haunted by the men in their lives, but the shift in focus allows for a 

moment of self-reflection, and a frisson of disruption. It is worth noting that 

Marguerite is the only member of this ‘Disruptive Diva’ group to suffer the tragic 

heroine’s death, but her inclusion with the proto-feminist Charity and Rizzo feels 

appropriate.  

The 2012 reworking of Marguerite replaced ‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’ with ‘No 

One Can Take His Love from Me’, one of several attempts to make Marguerite more 

likeable; there was a concern that her original characterisation made empathy 

‘impossible’ (Kent, 2019). This new song foregrounded Marguerite’s love for Armand, 

but also developed into a choral number, drowning out Marguerite’s voice at this 

pivotal moment – something that Schönberg (who wasn’t involved in the 2012 

revision) felt was a mistake. Indeed, musical adaptor Jude Obermüller recalls 

Schönberg telling him that he ‘hated it’ (2019). Later, Marguerite’s eleven o’clock 

number became ‘The Face I See’, a song whose central focus is Armand, making 

this more of an ‘Inevitable Tragedy’ song but in the ‘Disrupting Diva’ spot.  

Fantine and Kim are perceived to be truly tragic; desperate women, forced to pursue 

a life of prostitution.  They are the moral centres of their respective stories, making 

the ultimate sacrifice for the love of their children. Marguerite's standpoint is more 

complex; she is seemingly happy with her situation before she meets Armand, and 

appears to have made conscious choices that have got her to this point., Woollaston 

had the impression that the audience ‘felt Marguerite deserved the punishment. She 

didn’t have a child, why was she choosing to behave this way?’(2019). Our 

perception of the situation is influenced by the class and rank of her lover and, as 

Woollaston observes, ‘somehow Marguerite being a “kept woman” is worse’ (2019), 
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perhaps because it seems that she has the freedom to leave if she chooses. To 

further compound the situation, her lover Otto is presented as a three-dimensional 

character and given sonic space to articulate his feelings and elicit empathy – he is 

not the traditional popular culture Nazi (although later revisions moved him towards 

this stereotype).  

Two decades after Les Misérables and Miss Saigon, Marguerite revisited the 

hackneyed gender stereotypes, representing its two female characters Annette and 

Marguerite, respectively, ‘as the well-worn and limiting stereotypes of the virgin and 

the whore.’ (Wolf, 2011 p.128). Marguerite is, as Woollaston observes, ‘a woman 

who uses her sexuality to survive’. Her tragic fate epitomises Susan McClary’s 

‘desire-dread-purge mechanism’ (2002, p.152), where a ‘temptress’ is killed to 

reinstate social order. Marguerite is an unmarried woman, who has failed to fulfil her 

socially accepted reproductive role and is flaunting convention by cavorting with a 

much younger man. In the original production, Marguerite’s death is a direct result of 

her non-conformity, as Parisians (who we have also seen benefitting from 

collaboration) mete out their punishment.  

 

‘Count The Teardrops as They Fall/They Won’t Wash Her Crimes away’ 

 

Perhaps the most fascinating part of the original production is Woollaston’s opening 

choreography, which embodied a sordid moment in the history of the resistance11. 

Following France’s liberation in 1944, many of those who had collaborated or 

committed treason were tried and punished, in an effort to cleanse and heal the 

country. The fate of women who had committed so-called ‘horizontal collaboration’ 

was rarely decided by courts; instead, they were subject to the ritualistic and often 

violent punishment of having their heads shaved, becoming femmes tondues. Other 

punishments usually accompanied the head shaving, such as parading (often-naked) 

women through town with placards describing their crime and throwing things at 

them. These gendered punishments were meted out for a range of collaborationist 

crimes from cohabitation with, to cooking for the enemy. As the Historian Claire 

Duchen outlines: 
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These women are targeted because they allegedly transgressed codes of 
patriotism and also codes of feminine behaviour. It is the latter part of their 
transgression that is highlighted or foregrounded. Women are seen as a body, 
and if women’s bodies are the property of men and of the nation, then they 
must be punished in the body, by the nation. (2000, pp.216-217) 

 

The blurring of the distinctions between public and private during the war meant that 

‘[w]omen were punished for failing to recognise that, during war, private life was far 

from private and that the very personal had become political’ (Duchen, 2000, 

p.228). As Luc Capdevela et al. observe ‘by repressing “horizontal collaboration” (or 

sleeping with the enemy), men affirmed their authority and regained their control 

over women’s bodies’ (2005, p.57). This is suggested in the opening stage directions 

of the original production (the version that is licensed by Josef Weinberger). As the 

opening number (‘Come One, Come All’) starts, Marguerite is sitting in a chair as 

‘[t]he silhouettes of bodies appear and engulf the woman’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.1). The 

uneasy transition from castigation to collaboration is suggested by the next stage 

direction, at the end of the opening number: ‘The shadows segue into Marguerite’s 

party guests’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.2). This highlights the unfairness in the treatment of 

the femmes tondues and also the complexity of the period where there was a need 

to play, as Gildea puts it, ‘a number of roles at once, being ready to change direction 

as the occasion demanded’ (2002, p.414). What is most interesting is that the critical 

response of the theatre critics to Marguerite often echoed the sentiments of the 

tondeurs (headshavers), highlighting how far we still have to go in the quest for 

equality and to embrace female characters that explode the limitations of narrow 

stock characterisations. 

 

Fallen Women and the Demi-monde 

 

Marguerite’s demi-monde status is suggested in the lyrics of the opening number 

and alluded to by Marguerite’s former agent George: ‘I knew her well. And I wasn’t 

the only one. I should have taken a commission…’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.11). However, 

it is Pierrot (a musician in Armand’s band) who first labels Marguerite a prostitute, 

bragging to Lucien: ‘She’s a whore - I knew it! I can smell them every time. It’s this 

talent I have.’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.12). As Capdevila et al. note fille publique is the 
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French term for prostitute, ‘with the adjective publique underlining the crossover from 

the private to public sphere’ (2005, p.53). Marguerite understands the realities of her 

situation and the lack of agency she has. In ‘China Doll’ she sings: ‘Someone turns 

the key/And the china doll must dance’ (Bouberg, 2008 p.15) and later she explains 

to a naïve Armand that ‘love has never been an option’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.20).  

 

‘Someone Turns the Key and the China Doll Must Dance’ 

 

‘China Doll’, Marguerite’s signature song, is a diegetic number; performed, prompted 

by Armand, in the opening scene. This ‘sad little song’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.14) 

highlights the parallels between prostitutes and performers, who have ‘no choice’ but 

are just ‘there to amuse’ (Bouberg, 2008, p15), suggesting the Nazi occupation as 

the reason behind the change to Marguerite’s profession.  

‘China Doll’ is reprised twice; first by Armand, demonstrating his understanding of 

Marguerite, before allowing our lovers their first duet. Later, it marks the end of 

Marguerite’s journey, as Armand carries her broken body through the streets of 

Paris. Like much of the writing, the china doll metaphor for Marguerite is not 

particularly subtle. Whilst there is no suggestion that Marguerite wrote the song, it 

does have an autobiographical feel. China dolls are, by their very nature, fragile and 

brittle. They adorn rather than engage. Whilst these are characteristics that can be 

seen in Marguerite, it is evident that she views herself as more than a mere 

decorative object that men use as a status symbol. More poignant is the image of the 

never-ending carousel that Marguerite is unable to escape, suggesting more depth 

than her fellow collaborators. This is the part that Armand connects with, pondering 

‘who will set her free’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.18) in his reprise of the song. Unfortunately 

for Marguerite, Armand’s chipping away at her protective casing results in her 

ultimate destruction. 

By making the private public and blurring the distinction between the two Marguerite 

has, in the eyes of society, lost the right to dignity. This is articulated by the other 

collaborators in their final number, the reprise of ‘Come One, Come All’. Here they 

taunt Marguerite from their own morally and politically vacuous standpoint, singing: 
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Turned her back upon her own 
Without regret 
This tart who had a heart of stone  
We won’t forget 
  
There were 
Brave honest Frenchmen 
Resisting and dying 
Where was her pride? 
Selling herself to whoever was buying 
Now, Marguerite where can you hide? 
(Bouberg, 2008, p.36) 

  

The audience are deliberately placed in an uncomfortable position: those singing 

were benefiting from Marguerite’s ‘false embraces’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.35) earlier in 

the show, but now they are denouncing them. The singers have appeased the 

enemy in different ways, but Marguerite’s ‘horizontal collaboration’ is deemed to 

deserve a harsher punishment. Her brutal fate contrasts with the sentimental death 

of Les Dame aux Camélias, allowing the creative team to highlight the changeable 

morals of Parisian society: its members shift from celebration to censure depending 

on their personal gains. Marguerite makes the ultimate sacrifice for her misdeeds, 

but we witness the usual corrupt factions of society continuing to flourish. Perhaps 

this inequality didn’t sit right with British audiences, whose image of the war was one 

of romanticised (if historically inaccurate) ‘Blitz spirit’. Maybe Boublil, Legrand, 

Schönberg and Kent were making a wider point: that punishment is often decided by 

class, and that some bad people get away with their misdeeds. 

In contrast, Annette – originally Armand’s sister, but promoted to secondary love 

interest for Armand in the Ostrava revision – is punished for her good deeds both at 

the hands of the Nazis and by Armand, who prefers the less heroic Marguerite. By 

making Annette Lucien’s sister and having her be secretly in love with Armand, 

(rather than having Armand’s sister fall for Lucien) the original version’s secondary 

romantic pairing was lost. As previously noted, the relationship between Annette and 

Lucien was seen by some critics as a more appropriate central love affair than that of 

tarnished Marguerite and youthful Armand. It also created a second love triangle, 

offsetting the triangulation of Armand, Marguerite and Otto. Zamora not only directed 
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the Ostrava production but worked with Boublil to rewrite the libretto, so it is perhaps 

her influence that results in a feistier and more influential Annette.  

‘Take Good Care of Yourself’, originally a love duet for Annette and Lucien, was 

rewritten by John Dempsey for the Ostrava production to become ‘The Questions of 

Your Heart’ exploring the love triangle between Armand, Annette and Marguerite. In 

the 2012 revision Obermüller, Unsworth and Boublil transformed the second half of 

this song into a larger solo for Annette in order to ‘give her character more time to 

explore her love for Armand’ (Obermüller, 2019). In making her feelings for Armand 

so central to her characterisation, the revisions removed Annette’s political 

engagement and created a character similar to Marguerite; sharing motivations, but 

inhabiting the binary opposites of virgin and whore respectively. All versions of the 

show encourage comparisons between Annette and Marguerite, which often find the 

eponymous anti-heroine wanting. As Unsworth observed in a recent email 

correspondence 

‘...there’s a resistance to anti-heroes in musicals anyway, let alone female ones, and 

although societal views towards women’s stories are finally changing (particularly in 

younger generations), we’re only just getting towards a stage where these 

characters can be accepted by the general public as mainstream viewing.’  (2019) 

 

’Paris… It Corrupts Us All’ 

 

Discussing French cinema12, Nicoleta Bazgan highlights that ‘through a dual 

metonymical relationship, the city and the female star can stand in one for one 

another’ (2010 p.96): the women become icons of the city, embodying Parisian 

femininity. This is certainly the case with Marguerite. She is presented as flawed, her 

glory dimmed, and in what appears to be a consensual relationship with a German 

officer – evoking ‘the image of France (so often represented as a woman in the 

figure of Marianne) as a willing partner of Nazi Germany’ (Duchen, 2000 p.218). 

Paris during World War II was, as Woollaston observes, a ‘faded demolished beauty, 

almost like Marguerite herself’ (2019). Susan Hayward has discussed how – in 

contemporary French cinema (1950s-1990s) – ‘Parisian women are mainly typified in 
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roles of excessive and “deviant” femininity’ (Hayward, 2000, pp.26-27, quoted in 

Bagzan, 2010, p.97) and this is also evident in the musical. Marguerite’s female 

deviance is central to the show’s story. Subsequent revivals and revisions have 

attempted to soften her edges to evoke empathy but her central flaw, that she is a 

‘fallen woman’ with minimal self-sacrifice,13 is inescapable. 

If the audience doesn’t draw the obvious parallels between Marguerite and Paris 

then several songs make these explicit. In his solo number ‘I Hate the Very Thought 

of Women’14, Otto outlines how his mistress and Paris are synonymous to him. Here 

he sings about his unrequited love for Marguerite but as the number progresses, she 

comes to represent not only Paris but France as well, with Otto declaring: 

With half the world in our possession 
She still commands me with a glance 
Until I’m free of this obsession 
I still have not defeated France 
(Bouberg, 2008 p.15) 

  

Here, images of occupation, dominance and obsession reinforce gendered and 

national stereotypes, as Otto portrays France as beautifully feminine and subservient 

in comparison to Germany’s aggressive masculinity: ‘Great Germany supreme in 

power/And France in Beauty, side by side’ (Bouberg, 2008 p.15). 

 

Fig 3 For German officer Otto (Alexander Hanson), his domination of faded star 
Marguerite (Ruthie Henshall) is synonymous with his control over both Paris and 
France. Photo: NIgle Norrington, courtesy of ArenaPal. 

 

By providing Otto with a solo number (he also emotes beautifully in ‘Intoxication’ 

alongside Armand and Marguerite, and ‘Day by Day (Part Two)’) he is marked as an 

important character in the musical’s hierarchy, able to position himself as the show’s 

jilted lover and given a platform to elicit the audience’s empathy. ‘I Hate the Thought 

of Women’ was cut from the 2012 revival as the creative team unanimously agreed 

that ‘the song felt perhaps a little glib for a character as dangerous as Otto’ 

(Obermüller, 2019). This and other subsequent revisions reduced Otto to a 
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stereotypical melodramatic villain, robbing the musical of some of its original 

complexity, whilst attempting to give the audience what the creative teams felt they 

wanted. 

 

‘What You read Is not My Voice’ 

 

The original production of Marguerite struggled to connect with critics and audiences, 

so subsequent revisions tweaked the script and story to try to liberate the successful 

musical within. Discussing the 2012 revival Unsworth felt the pared down-

interpretation allowed for ‘a more human story, driven by Marguerite, rather than the 

political situation at large’ (2019). However, the changes made to mollify the 

audience raise questions about why musical theatre audiences can’t be challenged. 

By removing the references to femmes tondues and creating a more binary 

representation of occupation and collaboration, this revival became historically 

vague; an apolitical love story that once again failed to ignite.  

In every version of Marguerite the central female character’s focus is Armand. 

Marguerite may be the show’s protagonist, but she is undermined by the story’s 

gender politics and weakened, as she spends much of her stage time chasing her 

‘saviour’ (the irony being that Armand is actually her downfall). As Obermüller 

observes: ‘This action ultimately means Marguerite is written to get in the way of 

Armand’s work as a resistor, in pursuit of her own desire’ (2019), which makes it 

even harder for the audience to empathise with her. However, their ability to 

empathise with Armand highlights the gendered double standards at play. Rather 

than reading Marguerite as a wanton distraction to Armand’s more important work 

resisting the Nazis, a closer reading highlights that he only fully engages with this 

course of action once Marguerite rejects him. Prior to his encounter with Marguerite, 

Armand tells us he has just been ‘drifting. Holding my breath, waiting for my life to 

happen’ (Bouberg, 2000, p.19).      

Jude Obermüller has often wondered how shifting the narrative focus from 

Marguerite to Annette might allow the audience to engage more readily with the 

show. As he notes 
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The setting of World War II Paris has the potential for endless dramatic 
possibilities of a fem-led piece […] Annette’s struggle and nobility against the 
backdrop feel like really fascinating conflicts to me. And, for my money, would 
still have offered Michel the same opportunity to write the gorgeous, gushy 
score he did. (2019) 

 

Whilst Obermüller’s proposal presents some interesting narrative opportunities, the 

movement of Marguerite away from the heart of the show avoids – rather than 

addresses – the issues with her character. The change would create another young 

virtuous female lead, and lose a complicated middle-aged female protagonist. It 

would have been interesting to see the inclusion of a ‘collaborative duet’ between 

Marguerite and Annette in the later versions of the musical. This might have given 

the two women something tangible to discuss beyond Armand (at the moment this 

musical is nowhere near passing the Bechdel-Wallace test15) and provided the 

different relational possibilities that Wolf writes about (Wolf, 2011, pp. 26-27). 

Perhaps by giving Marguerite a moment where she doesn’t have to pine over 

Armand, the audience might have found space to connect with her and engage more 

fully with the piece.  

Marguerite has the feel of a piece that missed its moment, musically and 

thematically. It failed to find its niche amongst the jukebox musicals of the noughties, 

and the tinge of the wrong kind of nostalgia haunted the show. As Obermüller 

observes ‘it was a near perfect European-style score written too late in the musical 

theatre canon; accompanying a story less resonant to a post-millennium audience’ 

(2019). The story of Dumas fils’ tragic lovers may have survived countless revisions 

and re-imaginings, but perhaps it needs to evolve in order to engage with a 

contemporary audience, and explore the story more effectively from Marguerite’s 

perspective.  

The original staging, with its political framing and reference to the femmes tondues, 

feels all the more resonant in the current political climate, so maybe there is a way to 

revive and revitalise the show once more. Musical theatre has come a long way 

since Marguerite’s 2008 première; perhaps now there is space in the canon for a 

flawed female protagonist at the heart of a complicated situation. As musical theatre 

writer Georgia Stitt recently observed: ‘When you write strong, complicated female 

characters, you get strong, complicated male characters’ (2019) and there is 
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definitely space in this epic love story for further development to achieve this, rather 

than pandering to increasingly dated ideas about perfect protagonists in popular 

culture.   
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1 The following analysis would not have been possible without the generosity of members of 

Marguerite’s various creative teams, who have very kindly shared materials and recollections to help 

shape a picture of the musical’s journey, and explore why it never quite achieved the success that the 

calibre of its creators and the popularity of its source material suggested it should.  
2 A portmanteau of ‘pop’ and ‘operetta’. It references the sung-through nature of these works and their 

combination of both operatic and pop sensibilities and styles. Ben Macpherson identifies the 

‘Poperetta Voice’ that such musicals require which ‘evokes operatic sensibilities of full-throated, 

serious vocal production combined with “more of a ‘pop’ or commercial sound”’ (2019, p.72). 
3 Webber’s tendency to ‘recycle’ has been much discussed (Snelson 2001 and 2004, Coulson 2014; 

musical comedy duo Kit and the Widow also explore Webber’s contrafacta in their song ‘Somebody 

Else’). There is also a strong echo of Puccini’s ‘Dawn Chorus’ from Madame Butterfly in ‘Bring Him 

Home’ from Les Misérables which is ironic considering that the Boublil & Schönberg musical based 

on that opera is actually Miss Saigon. 
4 These deviations from the Dumas templates were not the reason for the stage musical’s poor critical 

reception. This had more to do with the  dated script and storyline which, as Alexis Soloski noted in 

her one-star Guardian review, have ‘aged about as well as a carton of milk left on a radiator forever’ 

(2018). 
5 Usually a musical theatre song in a book musical tends to drive the plot of the show forward by 

providing a small shift in the onstage drama; the number helps movie the narrative to progress from 

‘A to B’. 
6 Marguerite is the mistress of a Nazi officer, General Otto von Stadt. 
7Interestingly, many of these terms are gendered, painting the French as effeminate. Saskia Huc-

Hepher suggests that ‘contemporary microaggressions are the by-product of residual rancour left over 

from the Second World War’, stating that ‘anti-French xenophobia has been embedded and 

generationally reproduced in British society for so long that its very historicity fuels an “epistemology 

of ignorance”.’ (Hepher, 2019). 
8 This all-female troupe stages lavish productions of Western-style musicals and Japanese works 

where women play all of the roles. In Japan, where its audience is predominantly female, it has cult 

status. 
9 Compare e.g. the press reaction to French President Macron and his wife, Brigitte Trogneux, who is 

24 years his senior, to the treatment of the American President Trump and the First Lady Melania 

Trump - there is a similar age gap, but with the man as the older party.    
10 A number which usually involves a final decision or moment of realisation and which propels the 

musical’s central character (and the audience) to the show’s finale. 
11 This opening was changed for the 2010 and 2012 revisions. For the 2012 revival Boublil outlined to 

Obermüller in email correspondence that he wanted the show to start ‘beautifully, not aggressively, 

and personally, not politically’.  
12 In her exploration of the ways that female protagonists embody iconic Parisian femininity and the 

city itself Bazgan looks at the following films:  Une Parisienne/La Parisienne (Boisrond, 1957), 

Ascenseur pour l'échafaud/Elevator to the Gallows (Malle, 1957), Le Fabuleux destin d'Amélie 

Poulain/Amélie (Jeunet, 2001) and Chaos (Serreau, 2001). 
13 Forsaking love to save Annette, however, doesn’t rank her sacrifice as high as that of Fantine or 

Kim, especially when we have been repeatedly told that Marguerite is incapable of love. 
14 Characters who sing in musical theatre are elevated because they have an opportunity to let the 

audience into their world and to gain their understanding. Otto is clearly marked as the musical’s ‘bad 

guy’ but here has an opportunity to elicit the audience’s sympathy. This resonates with the creative 

team’s decision to portray Otto as a more nuanced character than the traditional stereotypical Nazi 

characters British audiences are used to. 
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15 This test measures whether a show has more than one female character, whether they talk and 

(importantly) whether they discuss something other than a man. It was conceived by Alison Bechdel 

and Liz Wallace, and first appeared in Bechdel’s 1985 Dykes to Watch Out For comic strip. 
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	This chapter considers the controversies, constructs and context that combined to undermine Marguerite’s potential success. It critically analyses the original 2008 West End production and the 2012 London revival, also touching on the more successful 2009 Tokyo and Osaka productions, as well as the 2010 Czech production in Ostrava. It argues that West End audiences’ and critics’ discomfort with the show was due to three major factors: British views of French collaboration during the Second World War; a gene
	1 The following analysis would not have been possible without the generosity of members of Marguerite’s various creative teams, who have very kindly shared materials and recollections to help shape a picture of the musical’s journey, and explore why it never quite achieved the success that the calibre of its creators and the popularity of its source material suggested it should.  
	1 The following analysis would not have been possible without the generosity of members of Marguerite’s various creative teams, who have very kindly shared materials and recollections to help shape a picture of the musical’s journey, and explore why it never quite achieved the success that the calibre of its creators and the popularity of its source material suggested it should.  
	2 A portmanteau of ‘pop’ and ‘operetta’. It references the sung-through nature of these works and their combination of both operatic and pop sensibilities and styles. Ben Macpherson identifies the ‘Poperetta Voice’ that such musicals require which ‘evokes operatic sensibilities of full-throated, serious vocal production combined with “more of a ‘pop’ or commercial sound”’ (2019, p.72). 
	3 Webber’s tendency to ‘recycle’ has been much discussed (Snelson 2001 and 2004, Coulson 2014; musical comedy duo Kit and the Widow also explore Webber’s contrafacta in their song ‘Somebody Else’). There is also a strong echo of Puccini’s ‘Dawn Chorus’ from Madame Butterfly in ‘Bring Him Home’ from Les Misérables which is ironic considering that the Boublil & Schönberg musical based on that opera is actually Miss Saigon. 
	4 These deviations from the Dumas templates were not the reason for the stage musical’s poor critical reception. This had more to do with the  dated script and storyline which, as Alexis Soloski noted in her one-star Guardian review, have ‘aged about as well as a carton of milk left on a radiator forever’ (2018). 
	5 Usually a musical theatre song in a book musical tends to drive the plot of the show forward by providing a small shift in the onstage drama; the number helps movie the narrative to progress from ‘A to B’. 
	6 Marguerite is the mistress of a Nazi officer, General Otto von Stadt. 
	7Interestingly, many of these terms are gendered, painting the French as effeminate. Saskia Huc-Hepher suggests that ‘contemporary microaggressions are the by-product of residual rancour left over from the Second World War’, stating that ‘anti-French xenophobia has been embedded and generationally reproduced in British society for so long that its very historicity fuels an “epistemology of ignorance”.’ (Hepher, 2019). 
	8 This all-female troupe stages lavish productions of Western-style musicals and Japanese works where women play all of the roles. In Japan, where its audience is predominantly female, it has cult status. 
	9 Compare e.g. the press reaction to French President Macron and his wife, Brigitte Trogneux, who is 24 years his senior, to the treatment of the American President Trump and the First Lady Melania Trump - there is a similar age gap, but with the man as the older party.    
	10 A number which usually involves a final decision or moment of realisation and which propels the musical’s central character (and the audience) to the show’s finale. 
	11 This opening was changed for the 2010 and 2012 revisions. For the 2012 revival Boublil outlined to Obermüller in email correspondence that he wanted the show to start ‘beautifully, not aggressively, and personally, not politically’.  
	12 In her exploration of the ways that female protagonists embody iconic Parisian femininity and the city itself Bazgan looks at the following films:  Une Parisienne/La Parisienne (Boisrond, 1957), Ascenseur pour l'échafaud/Elevator to the Gallows (Malle, 1957), Le Fabuleux destin d'Amélie Poulain/Amélie (Jeunet, 2001) and Chaos (Serreau, 2001). 
	13 Forsaking love to save Annette, however, doesn’t rank her sacrifice as high as that of Fantine or Kim, especially when we have been repeatedly told that Marguerite is incapable of love. 
	14 Characters who sing in musical theatre are elevated because they have an opportunity to let the audience into their world and to gain their understanding. Otto is clearly marked as the musical’s ‘bad guy’ but here has an opportunity to elicit the audience’s sympathy. This resonates with the creative team’s decision to portray Otto as a more nuanced character than the traditional stereotypical Nazi characters British audiences are used to. 

	 
	‘We’re French. Why are we doing this?’ 
	 
	It is intriguing to note that in a book about musical theatre’s association with Paris, so few French writers are mentioned; of these, Michel Legrand, Claude Michel Schönberg and Alain Boublil certainly have the highest profile in the US and the UK. The iconic duo of Boublil & Schönberg released their first concept album, musicalising La Révolution Française, in 1973; they then staged their own ‘révolution 
	française’ in the 1980s, when their epic ‘poperetta’2 musicals Les Misérables (1980) and Miss Saigon (1989) reshaped ideas about content, style, and scope of musical theatre around the world. Their most successful shows, as William Everett has noted, tend to be set somewhere France-related, against a backdrop of war, and include ‘some sort of message of social edification’ (2007, p.230). Given their high-profile British collaborators (The Royal Shakespeare Company and Cameron Mackintosh) these shows are oft
	To date, the duo have written six musicals and two ballets. Together with Andrew Lloyd Webber, Boublil and Schönberg brought the so-called ‘mega-musical’ to spectacular life. This highly commercial musical theatre form, which repackaged the past, (Eubanks Winkler, 2014, p.279) combining sweeping operatic stylings with spectacle, and borrowing heavily from preceding works,3 was very much a product of the 1980s. Indeed, Vera Gottlieb labelled them ‘Thatcher’s Theatre’ (1988) and theatre critic Michael Billing
	Boublil & Schönberg have failed to repeat the success of Les Misérables and Miss Saigon in their more recent shows. These followed a similar formula of epic story and pseudo-operatic style and spectacle, but couldn’t quite tap into the cultural Zeitgeist. Audiences struggled to empathise with 16th-Century catfishing (Martin Guerre, 1996) and with gender politics set against a backdrop of feuding Irish clans 
	(The Pirate Queen, 2007). For their sixth musical the duo were inspired by a new collaborator, Michel Legrand, and brought things a little closer to home: reimagining Dumas fils’ famous novel La Dame aux Camélias in war-torn Second World War Paris. 
	 
	‘Queen of Paris after Dark’ 
	 
	La Dame aux Camélias is a semi-autobiographical novel based on the brief love affair between Alexandre Dumas fils and Marie Duplessis, a renowned courtesan. Setting the standard for all the ‘fallen women’ in Romantic literature to follow, Dumas fils’ tragic heroine (now named Marguerite Gautier) dies, purging her iniquitous life and ascending to a realm of romantic myth and cultural phenomenon. Narrated by two male characters following Marguerite’s death, the novel tells the tale of her doomed love affair w
	Perhaps most famously and successfully adapted by Giuseppe Verdi as La Traviata (1853), the inaugural ‘tart with a heart’ story has been brought to the musical theatre stage in several guises. Baz Luhrmann and John Logan adapted Luhrmann’s cult hit film Moulin Rouge! for Broadway, where it opened to a mixed critical response in 2019. Even more tepidly-received was Bryan Adams, Jim Vallance, Garry Marshall and J. F. Lawton’s 2018 musical version of the 1990 film Pretty Woman.  Pretty Woman - The musical nods
	‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’ 
	 
	In the early 2000s, the soprano and actor Marie Zamora (Alain Boublil’s wife) was touring the world and performing with the composer Michel Legrand. Legrand was inspired to write a musical for Zamora, so he approached Boublil to collaborate. At Schönberg’s suggestion, Boublil and Legrand began to work on a retelling of La Dame Aux Camélias entitled Marguerite et Armand. As the piece developed, it was decided that the West End might be a good destination for the show. Schönberg came on board to collaborate w
	Once Boublil had made the decision to set this transposition of Dumas fils’ story in the ‘dark hours of Nazi-occupied Paris in 1942’ (cited in The Making of Marguerite), he didn’t think it was appropriate to use the sung-through format that had characterised his work with Schönberg. Having written a couple of versions of the script, which he felt were unsatisfactory, Boublil invited Schönberg to collaborate with him on the book. Reunited, the duo began working with Legrand and Kent to piece the show togethe
	This approach, referenced also by Jonathan Kent in his interview (2019), resulted in an overworked and somewhat cumbersome libretto; the clunky rhythms disrupt Legrand’s melodies, rather than working in tandem with them. At other moments, Kretzmer’s English lyrics juxtapose Legrand’s emotive compositional sweeps with clichés: ‘Lost are the songs we could have sung/Where are those melodies now?’ (Bouberg, 2009, p.29), or endless end rhymes ; ‘Intoxication… Imagination… Hallucination… Fascination… Complicatio
	Legrand’s compositions are filmic in scope: they sweep through the narrative combining ‘the big gestures of Europe’s high romantics with the smoky, sexy sounds of after-hours Paris’ (Obermüller, 2019). There is no concern that audience members 
	will leave the theatre whistling the sets. Legrand’s compositional trope (employed with Oscar- winning success in ‘The Windmills of Your Mind’) of repeating short phrases which oscillate between major and minor modes, creates some musical hooks, but also limits narrative development, as the songs keep returning to the same point. Unsurprisingly, most of the songs are ‘A-A’ songs5, expressing emotions rather than progressing the storyline.  
	The finale number is full of sweeping strings and soaring vocals building to an emotional peak as Marguerite and Armand declare their undying love, and our heroine accepts her tragic fate.  As the final chords ebb away, the show’s final scripted moment occurs as follows: 
	Pierrot    I couldn’t find a doctor. Armand  It’s alright, she’s going to be alright…She’s asleep. Isn’t she? She’s                 asleep. Tell me she’s asleep. 
	As an awkward silence falls, a plaintive piano variation of Marguerite’s ‘China Doll’ theme is played, underscoring Armand carrying our fallen heroine ‘through the collaborators, toward the light’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.94). The simplicity of these final eight bars succinctly evokes the tragedy of Marguerite’s life and the inevitability of her fate.  
	 
	Collaboration 
	 
	The tone for Marguerite is established in the arresting opening sequence of the original production, which foreshadows the ending: Marguerite is attacked and stripped by a crowd for her crime of ‘horizontal collaboration’6. As choreographer Nikki Woollaston notes, ‘starting a show with an attack on the leading lady is a risk’, but there was a desire to ‘be brutal and keep it as real as possible’ (Woollaston). Audiences might not understand the opening until they reached the end of the show (when the sequenc
	the hands of the mob might have presented Marguerite in a tragically sympathetic light, but this is complicated by the fact that she is soon revealed to be a collaborator with the Nazi occupiers. 
	Collaboration and its ambiguities provide one of the show’s fundamental themes, but this in turn presented a problem for West End audiences; in particular, ambiguity and the resultant discomfort were not something that audiences familiar with Boublil and Schönberg’s work were used to. Recent French historiography has worked to deconstruct the myth of ‘good French’ (resistors), ‘bad French’ (collaborators) and ‘poor French’ (everybody else), in order to create a more nuanced understanding of what happened be
	In Marguerite the creative team initially chose not to shy away from addressing collaboration and its messy underbelly. The show’s chorus navigates the audience through shifting feelings towards occupation, and there are some bon Français characters to provide a familiar narrative trope. The Independent’s critic Kate Bassett observed in her review of the original production that ‘keeping the amour fou at the emotional centre, whilst introducing citizens, who are more valiantly engaged, as mere secondary cha
	Marguerite’s ambiguities are highlighted by its tonal shifts; in its upbeat second song, ‘Let the World Turn’, celebrating the eponymous heroine’s birthday, the Parisian high society sing: 
	Screw this war. 
	It isn’t our war to fight 
	Sweet surrender gave us a second chance 
	Germany is putting our country right 
	Germany is giving us back our France 
	  
	Out with the Reds 
	Out with the Jews 
	Take them away 
	  
	 Let the sky fall 
	 Let the guns roar 
	Life gets rougher 
	Some will suffer 
	Some will quit 
	  
	These are good times 
	It’s a good war 
	Some eat foie gras 
	Some eat soufflé 
	Some eat shit 
	(Bouberg, 2008 p.6) 
	  
	The song also contains a nod to Marguerite’s inevitable fate, when she sings ‘Some women’d tear out my hair’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.7), as she enjoys the perks of passive resistance and active collaboration. At this stage, the audience had not developed empathy for the musical’s characters, and so the quick shift in the positioning of the ensemble from the show’s opening was destabilising.  
	 
	Fig 1 Parisian high society enjoying itself during the Nazi occupation: Marguerite (Ruthie Henshall, centre) celebrates her birthday with lover Otto (Alexander Hanson, in uniform). At the piano sits Armand (Julian Ovenden), the man whom she will fall in love with and who will be her downfall. Photo courtesy of Donald Cooper/Photo-stage. 
	 
	 
	‘It Seems the British Have Decided to Ruin Your Party.’  
	 
	An audience inability to empathise with the complex dynamics of ‘collaboration’ (Gildea, 2002 p.198) was felt by the teams of both the original production and the 2012 revival. Guy Unsworth, who directed the 2012 production, found the audience’s lack of knowledge about occupation difficult to navigate and frustrating to behold: 
	I found it very tricky to translate to a modern (British) audience the authentic context and experience of the occupation (for many Parisian citizens of class it was an easy, logical and ostensibly pleasant choice of life) alongside the danger and very real threat which many other groups of people experienced. By achieving the former, you release the danger and tension from the piece, but by increasing the latter, empathising with the lead character became harder and in fact seemed less authentic. (2019) 
	 
	Kent also struggled to understand audiences’ reticence to engage, stating that, as they couldn’t ‘sympathise with someone who is a collaborator with the Nazis’, it meant the show was ‘slightly unfairly treated’ (2019).  This apparent lack of audience empathy appears in many of the original production’s reviews. These included ones branding the central protagonist an ‘opportunist’ (Billington 2008), who ‘never discovers much of a nagging conscience’ (de Jongh cited in Review Roundup 2008) and ‘whose behaviou
	Tepid critical reaction and a lack of audience engagement resulted in the original production closing in London two months earlier than planned, on 13th September 2008. A statement from Boublil and Schönberg released at the time reads: 
	Despite high praise from audience members, critically acclaimed performances and the release of the much-anticipated cast recording, we have made the difficult decision to close the show in London a few weeks earlier than originally 
	planned. Both the knock-on effect of the current economic climate, as well as disappointing ticket sales throughout the summer months have contributed to our decision to close early. (Cited in Shenton, 2008) 
	 
	The economic climate undoubtedly had an impact. As had been seen following the Wall Street Crash in 1929 and the terrorist attacks of 9/11, audiences were attracted to ‘safer’ options, as the after-effects of the 2008 global credit crunch began to be felt. Therefore, jukebox musicals (such as Jersey Boys [2005]) and feel-good shows (like a revival of La Cage aux Folles [1983]) enjoyed economic success, whilst other shows bowed out earlier than expected. Writing in The Guardian, Matt Wolf dramatically declar
	 
	‘Perhaps It Loses Something in Translation.’ 
	 
	Despite the show’s inability to connect with West End audiences, the creative team were hopeful about planned productions in Japan, Spain and France. The French and Spanish productions eventually fell through, but Kent recalls the success of the ‘much liked’ Japanese production (2019). Here, audiences were more readily able to engage with Marguerite. Subsequent productions have included Marie Zamora’s thoroughly reworked version in Ostrava, and a 2015 amateur Spanish production by Spirale Asociación Cultura
	The Japanese production starred Sumire Haruno (famous for her lead roles in Japan’s all-female musical theatre Takarazuka Revue8) in the title role and was one 
	of the most successful iterations of Marguerite; so popular that it achieved a second run. Despite a bumpy start – a huge earthquake hit on the day of its opening – the musical once again gained momentum and was ‘very successful’ (Kent, 2019). The production itself was a version of the London production, the main change being the positioning of the orchestra off stage. This gave the show a more filmic feel, which Kent felt suited the musical and Legrand’s sweeping score. 
	The Czech reworking was produced at the National Moravian-Silesian Theatre in Ostrava and featured in the theatre’s rep for two years. It marked an exciting moment for the theatre, which was able to claim that they were staging a ‘world première’, rather than their usual transfers of British and American musical hits, and speculated as to what this might mean for the future of Czech musical theatre (Valášek, 2010). Marie Zamora came on board as co-writer and director to provide the missing female viewpoint 
	In this production, the Parisian wartime setting was very much a backdrop to the central romance, with changes to characters and the plot intended to enhance the show’s emotional punch. Marguerite was no longer a faded star, but a leading artist of the Tabarin Cabaret Club, a move that allowed for the inclusion of some light relief, in the tired stereotype of a camp choreographer. Otto, in this revision, was clearly the bad guy; phoning Hitler, killing an injured prisoner of war and strong-arming Marguerite
	cause of death had shifted again – to an overdose – but British audiences continued to appear unmoved. 
	‘She’s a Whore - I Knew It! I Can Smell Them Every Time.’ 
	 
	Another theme evident from the West End reception of Marguerite is a resistance to a female anti-hero within a popular musical context. Writing in The Guardian, Michael Billington pondered ‘can you have a musical with a heroine you don’t learn to love?’ (2008). Tellingly, Philip Fisher in The British Theatre Guide proposed that Marguerite was ‘only rescued from her own terrible nature by love for a much younger man’ (2008). Fisher reveals another underlying bias towards a female protagonist – her age. Boubl
	 
	Fig 2 The older, ‘compromised’ woman in love with the younger, upstanding man: Ruthie Henshall as the title character and Julian Ovenden as Armand in the 2008 London production of Marguerite. Photo courtesy of Donald Cooper/Photostage. 
	 
	Whilst popular culture provides numerous examples of age-gap relationships, where the man is older, those with an older woman continue to be judged more harshly.9 In the case of Marguerite, critics wondered at how quickly she fell in love with Armand and at the fact that she ‘simply succumbs to brutal Nazi blackmail’ (Billington, 2008), continuing to sleep with the enemy. Whilst it might be interesting to consider how the critics themselves would respond to brutal Nazi blackmail, it is more productive to co
	‘She Drowns Me in Her Song’ – Boubil and Schönberg’s Fallen Women 
	 
	Boublil and Schönberg return regularly to the archetypal ‘fallen woman’ character. Their works contain three of the most well-known demi-mondes in recent musical theatre: Fantine (Les Misérables), Kim (Miss Saigon), and Marguerite (Marguerite). Each expresses loss and longing in a solo– although it should be noted 
	that Kim’s song is for and about her son, marking her difference from the other ‘tarts with hearts’.  
	Marguerite is part of the group of fallen women in musical theatre whose songs sit towards the end of the show, around the eleven o’clock number.10 These women disrupt convention by singing about themselves, by taking space on stage and in the story, and by being introspective. Charity ponders ‘Where Am I Going’ (Sweet Charity, 1966), Rizzo questions whether ‘There Are Worse Things I Could Do’ (Grease, 1971) and Marguerite considers ‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’. Their songs are still haunted by the men in
	The 2012 reworking of Marguerite replaced ‘How Did I Get to Where I Am?’ with ‘No One Can Take His Love from Me’, one of several attempts to make Marguerite more likeable; there was a concern that her original characterisation made empathy ‘impossible’ (Kent, 2019). This new song foregrounded Marguerite’s love for Armand, but also developed into a choral number, drowning out Marguerite’s voice at this pivotal moment – something that Schönberg (who wasn’t involved in the 2012 revision) felt was a mistake. In
	Fantine and Kim are perceived to be truly tragic; desperate women, forced to pursue a life of prostitution.  They are the moral centres of their respective stories, making the ultimate sacrifice for the love of their children. Marguerite's standpoint is more complex; she is seemingly happy with her situation before she meets Armand, and appears to have made conscious choices that have got her to this point., Woollaston had the impression that the audience ‘felt Marguerite deserved the punishment. She didn’t
	perhaps because it seems that she has the freedom to leave if she chooses. To further compound the situation, her lover Otto is presented as a three-dimensional character and given sonic space to articulate his feelings and elicit empathy – he is not the traditional popular culture Nazi (although later revisions moved him towards this stereotype).  
	Two decades after Les Misérables and Miss Saigon, Marguerite revisited the hackneyed gender stereotypes, representing its two female characters Annette and Marguerite, respectively, ‘as the well-worn and limiting stereotypes of the virgin and the whore.’ (Wolf, 2011 p.128). Marguerite is, as Woollaston observes, ‘a woman who uses her sexuality to survive’. Her tragic fate epitomises Susan McClary’s ‘desire-dread-purge mechanism’ (2002, p.152), where a ‘temptress’ is killed to reinstate social order. Marguer
	 
	‘Count The Teardrops as They Fall/They Won’t Wash Her Crimes away’ 
	 
	Perhaps the most fascinating part of the original production is Woollaston’s opening choreography, which embodied a sordid moment in the history of the resistance11. Following France’s liberation in 1944, many of those who had collaborated or committed treason were tried and punished, in an effort to cleanse and heal the country. The fate of women who had committed so-called ‘horizontal collaboration’ was rarely decided by courts; instead, they were subject to the ritualistic and often violent punishment of
	These women are targeted because they allegedly transgressed codes of patriotism and also codes of feminine behaviour. It is the latter part of their transgression that is highlighted or foregrounded. Women are seen as a body, and if women’s bodies are the property of men and of the nation, then they must be punished in the body, by the nation. (2000, pp.216-217) 
	 
	The blurring of the distinctions between public and private during the war meant that ‘[w]omen were punished for failing to recognise that, during war, private life was far from private and that the very personal had become political’ (Duchen, 2000, p.228). As Luc Capdevela et al. observe ‘by repressing “horizontal collaboration” (or sleeping with the enemy), men affirmed their authority and regained their control over women’s bodies’ (2005, p.57). This is suggested in the opening stage directions of the or
	 
	Fallen Women and the Demi-monde 
	 
	Marguerite’s demi-monde status is suggested in the lyrics of the opening number and alluded to by Marguerite’s former agent George: ‘I knew her well. And I wasn’t the only one. I should have taken a commission…’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.11). However, it is Pierrot (a musician in Armand’s band) who first labels Marguerite a prostitute, bragging to Lucien: ‘She’s a whore - I knew it! I can smell them every time. It’s this talent I have.’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.12). As Capdevila et al. note fille publique is the 
	French term for prostitute, ‘with the adjective publique underlining the crossover from the private to public sphere’ (2005, p.53). Marguerite understands the realities of her situation and the lack of agency she has. In ‘China Doll’ she sings: ‘Someone turns the key/And the china doll must dance’ (Bouberg, 2008 p.15) and later she explains to a naïve Armand that ‘love has never been an option’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.20).  
	 
	‘Someone Turns the Key and the China Doll Must Dance’ 
	 
	‘China Doll’, Marguerite’s signature song, is a diegetic number; performed, prompted by Armand, in the opening scene. This ‘sad little song’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.14) highlights the parallels between prostitutes and performers, who have ‘no choice’ but are just ‘there to amuse’ (Bouberg, 2008, p15), suggesting the Nazi occupation as the reason behind the change to Marguerite’s profession.  
	‘China Doll’ is reprised twice; first by Armand, demonstrating his understanding of Marguerite, before allowing our lovers their first duet. Later, it marks the end of Marguerite’s journey, as Armand carries her broken body through the streets of Paris. Like much of the writing, the china doll metaphor for Marguerite is not particularly subtle. Whilst there is no suggestion that Marguerite wrote the song, it does have an autobiographical feel. China dolls are, by their very nature, fragile and brittle. They
	By making the private public and blurring the distinction between the two Marguerite has, in the eyes of society, lost the right to dignity. This is articulated by the other collaborators in their final number, the reprise of ‘Come One, Come All’. Here they taunt Marguerite from their own morally and politically vacuous standpoint, singing: 
	Turned her back upon her own 
	Without regret 
	This tart who had a heart of stone  
	We won’t forget 
	  
	There were 
	Brave honest Frenchmen 
	Resisting and dying 
	Where was her pride? 
	Selling herself to whoever was buying 
	Now, Marguerite where can you hide? 
	(Bouberg, 2008, p.36) 
	  
	The audience are deliberately placed in an uncomfortable position: those singing were benefiting from Marguerite’s ‘false embraces’ (Bouberg, 2008, p.35) earlier in the show, but now they are denouncing them. The singers have appeased the enemy in different ways, but Marguerite’s ‘horizontal collaboration’ is deemed to deserve a harsher punishment. Her brutal fate contrasts with the sentimental death of Les Dame aux Camélias, allowing the creative team to highlight the changeable morals of Parisian society:
	In contrast, Annette – originally Armand’s sister, but promoted to secondary love interest for Armand in the Ostrava revision – is punished for her good deeds both at the hands of the Nazis and by Armand, who prefers the less heroic Marguerite. By making Annette Lucien’s sister and having her be secretly in love with Armand, (rather than having Armand’s sister fall for Lucien) the original version’s secondary romantic pairing was lost. As previously noted, the relationship between Annette and Lucien was see
	the Ostrava production but worked with Boublil to rewrite the libretto, so it is perhaps her influence that results in a feistier and more influential Annette.  
	‘Take Good Care of Yourself’, originally a love duet for Annette and Lucien, was rewritten by John Dempsey for the Ostrava production to become ‘The Questions of Your Heart’ exploring the love triangle between Armand, Annette and Marguerite. In the 2012 revision Obermüller, Unsworth and Boublil transformed the second half of this song into a larger solo for Annette in order to ‘give her character more time to explore her love for Armand’ (Obermüller, 2019). In making her feelings for Armand so central to he
	‘...there’s a resistance to anti-heroes in musicals anyway, let alone female ones, and although societal views towards women’s stories are finally changing (particularly in younger generations), we’re only just getting towards a stage where these characters can be accepted by the general public as mainstream viewing.’  (2019) 
	 
	’Paris… It Corrupts Us All’ 
	 
	Discussing French cinema12, Nicoleta Bazgan highlights that ‘through a dual metonymical relationship, the city and the female star can stand in one for one another’ (2010 p.96): the women become icons of the city, embodying Parisian femininity. This is certainly the case with Marguerite. She is presented as flawed, her glory dimmed, and in what appears to be a consensual relationship with a German officer – evoking ‘the image of France (so often represented as a woman in the figure of Marianne) as a willing
	roles of excessive and “deviant” femininity’ (Hayward, 2000, pp.26-27, quoted in Bagzan, 2010, p.97) and this is also evident in the musical. Marguerite’s female deviance is central to the show’s story. Subsequent revivals and revisions have attempted to soften her edges to evoke empathy but her central flaw, that she is a ‘fallen woman’ with minimal self-sacrifice,13 is inescapable. 
	If the audience doesn’t draw the obvious parallels between Marguerite and Paris then several songs make these explicit. In his solo number ‘I Hate the Very Thought of Women’14, Otto outlines how his mistress and Paris are synonymous to him. Here he sings about his unrequited love for Marguerite but as the number progresses, she comes to represent not only Paris but France as well, with Otto declaring: 
	With half the world in our possession 
	She still commands me with a glance 
	Until I’m free of this obsession 
	I still have not defeated France 
	(Bouberg, 2008 p.15) 
	  
	Here, images of occupation, dominance and obsession reinforce gendered and national stereotypes, as Otto portrays France as beautifully feminine and subservient in comparison to Germany’s aggressive masculinity: ‘Great Germany supreme in power/And France in Beauty, side by side’ (Bouberg, 2008 p.15). 
	 
	Fig 3 For German officer Otto (Alexander Hanson), his domination of faded star Marguerite (Ruthie Henshall) is synonymous with his control over both Paris and France. Photo: NIgle Norrington, courtesy of ArenaPal. 
	 
	By providing Otto with a solo number (he also emotes beautifully in ‘Intoxication’ alongside Armand and Marguerite, and ‘Day by Day (Part Two)’) he is marked as an important character in the musical’s hierarchy, able to position himself as the show’s jilted lover and given a platform to elicit the audience’s empathy. ‘I Hate the Thought of Women’ was cut from the 2012 revival as the creative team unanimously agreed that ‘the song felt perhaps a little glib for a character as dangerous as Otto’ (Obermüller, 
	stereotypical melodramatic villain, robbing the musical of some of its original complexity, whilst attempting to give the audience what the creative teams felt they wanted. 
	 
	‘What You read Is not My Voice’ 
	 
	The original production of Marguerite struggled to connect with critics and audiences, so subsequent revisions tweaked the script and story to try to liberate the successful musical within. Discussing the 2012 revival Unsworth felt the pared down-interpretation allowed for ‘a more human story, driven by Marguerite, rather than the political situation at large’ (2019). However, the changes made to mollify the audience raise questions about why musical theatre audiences can’t be challenged. By removing the re
	In every version of Marguerite the central female character’s focus is Armand. Marguerite may be the show’s protagonist, but she is undermined by the story’s gender politics and weakened, as she spends much of her stage time chasing her ‘saviour’ (the irony being that Armand is actually her downfall). As Obermüller observes: ‘This action ultimately means Marguerite is written to get in the way of Armand’s work as a resistor, in pursuit of her own desire’ (2019), which makes it even harder for the audience t
	Jude Obermüller has often wondered how shifting the narrative focus from Marguerite to Annette might allow the audience to engage more readily with the show. As he notes 
	The setting of World War II Paris has the potential for endless dramatic possibilities of a fem-led piece […] Annette’s struggle and nobility against the backdrop feel like really fascinating conflicts to me. And, for my money, would still have offered Michel the same opportunity to write the gorgeous, gushy score he did. (2019) 
	 
	Whilst Obermüller’s proposal presents some interesting narrative opportunities, the movement of Marguerite away from the heart of the show avoids – rather than addresses – the issues with her character. The change would create another young virtuous female lead, and lose a complicated middle-aged female protagonist. It would have been interesting to see the inclusion of a ‘collaborative duet’ between Marguerite and Annette in the later versions of the musical. This might have given the two women something t
	15 This test measures whether a show has more than one female character, whether they talk and (importantly) whether they discuss something other than a man. It was conceived by Alison Bechdel and Liz Wallace, and first appeared in Bechdel’s 1985 Dykes to Watch Out For comic strip. 
	15 This test measures whether a show has more than one female character, whether they talk and (importantly) whether they discuss something other than a man. It was conceived by Alison Bechdel and Liz Wallace, and first appeared in Bechdel’s 1985 Dykes to Watch Out For comic strip. 

	Marguerite has the feel of a piece that missed its moment, musically and thematically. It failed to find its niche amongst the jukebox musicals of the noughties, and the tinge of the wrong kind of nostalgia haunted the show. As Obermüller observes ‘it was a near perfect European-style score written too late in the musical theatre canon; accompanying a story less resonant to a post-millennium audience’ (2019). The story of Dumas fils’ tragic lovers may have survived countless revisions and re-imaginings, but
	The original staging, with its political framing and reference to the femmes tondues, feels all the more resonant in the current political climate, so maybe there is a way to revive and revitalise the show once more. Musical theatre has come a long way since Marguerite’s 2008 première; perhaps now there is space in the canon for a flawed female protagonist at the heart of a complicated situation. As musical theatre writer Georgia Stitt recently observed: ‘When you write strong, complicated female characters
	definitely space in this epic love story for further development to achieve this, rather than pandering to increasingly dated ideas about perfect protagonists in popular culture.   
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